
Smart Cities with the Genuino
101* board and Maker Materials

What will you need? 

Launch Arduino* and Open
the basic 'blink' code from

the Arduino Library
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Now add in two additional
lights
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Now create your Smart City

To complete this activity each group
will need: 1 x Genuino 101 board, 1 x
Breadboard , 1 x Yellow, Green & Red
LEDs, 1 x Resistor , 1 x M ale to Male
 Jumper lead , 6 x Male to Female
Jumper lead, Maker materials.

The blink code only controls one led
connected to pin 13. Now using cut
and paste in both the 'setup' and

'loop' sections to add in two
additional leds connected to pins 12
and 11.  Take a look at the code to the

right for assistance.

There are many preloaded program
examples within the Arduino IDE this
is just one you can expand upon. 

Click on File >> Examples >> Basics >>
Blink.

Using all the parts you collected wire
up your circuit to look like the one in
the diagram to the left (except using
a Genuino 101 board). The + ive leg of
each led is connected to a pin (11, 12 or
13(coloured wires)) the - ive to GND
via the breadboard and a resistor

(Black wires). You will need your M to
M lead to go from GND to your

breadboard.

Now you should have all 3 lights
blinking for 1 second. See if you can
adjust the delay to make the red
and green leds stay on for longer.

 This forms the basis for your smart
city. Traffic jams should no longer be
an issue as you and your students

control the lights.

Going Further
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Smart Cities are a thing of the present with traffic flow and public transport infused
with technology. How can you translate this reality in to inspiration and creation in

the classroom? Why not begin with Traffic Lights and the Genuino 101 board!

Please be aware this is a level 2 activity. It is assumed you have successfully set up
your Genuino 101 board following the guide at http://bit.ly/101-101

This guide was inspired by the collaorative efforts of the Intel Education Australia and MacICT
Innovations centre teams

Add in maker Materials
The last part is to transform mere
leds in to a traffic light. I find using
paper cups and plates works, but

how about a 3D printed design? And
don't forget a traffic mat to add

some extra realism.

Then wire up your circuit
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Now that you have mastered the basics see if you can go further:
1. Add a touch sensor to control when your lights change

2. Add a second set of lights in to your city and see if you can connect them
3. Research Smart Cities and see what other components you could add in using

microcontrollers 
For further resources and information visit:
http://innovationtoolbox.intel.com.au

http://bit.ly/101-101
http://innovationtoolbox.intel.com.au/

